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BOAT BUILD AND SAIL CLUB
“Our role and challenge is to provide space, materials, expertise, and 
love, and then to get out of the way.” —BRETT HART

How better to foster initiative and teamwork 
than by building a sea-faring vessel with 
your hands? The mission of the Philadelphia 
Wooden Boat Factory (PWBF) is to engage the 
city’s youth through hands-on, experiential 
programming inspired by the heritage of the sea. 
The program began in 1996 as an opportunity 
to provide underperforming and economically 
disadvantaged youth with meaningful activities to 
promote academic achievement and well-being.

PWBF offers two project-based learning clubs 
for students to develop motivation, coping skills, 
agency, self-awareness, and confidence. The 

first, the Boat Build and Sail Club, occurs year-round for three and a half 
hours, three days per week after school. Teams of youth build boats in 
the shop during colder months and sail the completed projects during 
the summer. The second, the Community Row Riverguides, focuses on 
the importance of community action. Youth in this program learn about 
the Schuylkill River and provide on-water environmental education for 
their peers in the community. With an annual organizational budget of 
about $525,000 and a staff of six, PWBF serves about 58 students in 
the apprenticeship boat building program and closer to 500 students 
through maritime educational programs. To measure the effectiveness 
of their programs, PWBF uses the Youth At-Risk Program Evaluation 
Tool (YARPET). Youth participating in the 2012-2013 academic year 
demonstrated a six percent score increase on the YARPET compared to 
previous years. In 2015, PWBF invested in the development of a database 
program called STAR (Student Tracking to Access Reporting) to house 
programmatic data, including early warning indicators, such as truancy, 
delinquency, and youth participant GPAs, as well as program attendance, 
biometric surveys, skill rubrics, and the number of counseling sessions 
youth participate in. PWBF also collaborates with outside organizations. 
They have collaborated with Jewish Employment and Vocational Services 
Human Services to provide SAT and ACT tutoring and parent/student 
postsecondary education workshops.
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ORGANIZATION 

Total number of full-time staff 6

Number of volunteers 10

Annual operating budget $525,000

FOCUS OFFERING 

Total contact hours 351

Duration of the program period September–June

FOCUS OFFERING YOUTH (FROM YOUTH SURVEYS)

Number of youth 15

Age 14-18

Gender 75% M

Ethnicity • 33% African 
American

• 27% Hispanic
• 27% white
• 13% Prefer  

not to disclose

Percent currently attending 
school on a regular basis

100%

FOCUS OFFERING STAFF (FROM STAFF SURVEY)

Number of staff 3

Level of education • 33% Some 
college

• 33% College 
degree

Years of experience • 5 in youth 
development

• 1 in this 
program

Staff program content 
expertise self-rating  
(1=Novice, 2=Experienced, 3=Expert)

1.67

Staff SEL expertise self-rating  
(1=Novice, 2=Experienced, 3=Expert)

2.33
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YOUTH AND STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
Youth 
Participants are drawn largely from the three surrounding neighborhoods of Frankford, Kensington, and Port 
Richmond, where adverse experiences such as gang violence, drug sales and abuse, crime, incarceration, teen 
pregnancy, physical abuse, neglect, and sexual abuse are common. The majority of the participants come 
from low-income, single-parent households, and many show a lack of academic preparedness, and may have 
experienced emotional or physical trauma. The staff at PWBF recognize that many of their youth participants 
face tremendous stress and often emotional and/or physical trauma in their outside lives. Brett Hart, Executive 
Director at PWBF, pointed out:

Youth employ methods for coping with stress that are often misunderstood and manifest as behavioral problems.

Each youth brings a unique need from their life experiences. PWBF seeks to meet those needs by giving youth 
the love and support they need to excel, add beauty to the world, build resilience, and thrive.

PWBF staff recruit youth primarily from two public high schools in the neighborhoods, where they present the 
programs to classes, provide information, and give interested students an application. In some cases, students 
express an interest in the program by showing up at the riverside workshop. There is a short interview process 
to help the staff have a better understanding of each applicant’s unique needs and explain to the youth how the 
program may benefit them.

Staff
A vital part of making the work of PWBF successful is selecting staff who embrace a strengths-based approach 
to youth development. Staff members bring a range of expertise in boatbuilding, sailing, marine ecology, 
sociology, social work, special education, and environmental education. Some of the staff are recent PWBF 
alumni who return to the program as employees after high school graduation.

Brett Hart described his entry into PWBF and youth development after a decade of maritime work as “magic.” 
He was asked by then-director, Geoffrey McKonly, to join a class at the woodshop. According to Brett:

The kids were running through the shop, digging 
chisels into the bench, throwing things, (at least 
that’s how I remember it). Finally a kid comes up, 
looks up at Geoff, who’s much taller than him, and 
says, “Can we start?” Geoff says, “Sure. You know 
what to do.” The kid turns around and takes this 
piece of plywood that is going to become a canoe 
over the next 18 weeks, puts it on a sawhorse, 
calls his friend over, and says, “Come on, give me a 
hand with this.” Other kids saw this and suddenly 
all of the kids were picking up, putting down the 
chisels, and starting on their boats. It was magic. 

It was the first time I realized that Geoff had 
a powerful idea, an idea that as an outsider I 
couldn’t have previously appreciated. In that 
long and awkward yet pivotal moment where 
the student wanted Geoff to assume control, 
Geoff instead understood that destiny and 
agency belonged to the student. He trusted that 
the student would respond, and he did. This is 
fundamental to strength-based work.
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He was impressed with how Geoffrey empowered the youth to do something “spectacularly hard on their own.” 
He was hooked. After volunteering with the organization for several years amidst a few more seafaring ventures 
on the West Coast, he took over as the Executive Director in 2009.

Victoria Guidi, Program Director, Boat Build and Sail, got involved with 
PWBF when she moved to Philadelphia to take care of her mother. She 
had always loved sailing, and she hoped to find something that combined 
working with youth (she was a high school teacher in El Salvador for 
several years) and her love of sailing. Like Brett, she began as a volunteer, 
then gradually became a more integral part of the organization, from 
grant writing and administrative duties to stepping up to help design the 
Boat Build and Sail program in 2012.

Continued professional development plays an important role in 
preparing PWBF staff to work with youth. The majority of staff training 
content comes from the work of Dr. Ken Ginsburg, a pediatrician and 
PWBF advisor who has developed a strength-based curriculum in 
resiliency building. Dr. Ginsburg’s work focuses on the seven Cs of 
Fostering Resilience: competence, confidence, connection, character, 
contribution, coping, and control. Staff are coached to use their own 
expertise and resources and simultaneously recognize youth’s unique 
backgrounds and experiences to promote youth’s discovery of skills.

OFFERING CURRICULUM
Offering Content
Boat Build and Sail Club engages youth to build their own racing sailboats. In this apprenticeship model, youth 
work in teams of four and learn how to use shop machinery and hand tools to build the boats. The project consists 
of three 12-week semesters during the school year and a six-week summer sailing program95. The Boat Build 
and Sail Club is designed so that youth are empowered, motivated, and learn through failure. There is continual 
iteration and evolution, and the process of boat building provides a natural feedback loop for the youth.

The choices staff make, down to the selected model of the boat youth build, intentionally support youth’s 
development. Brett elaborated:

Our featured Factory One Design was specifically created for our program after an extensive dialogue 
between the naval architect, our students, and staff. The concepts of learning through failure and the ability 
to iterate and evolve were central. The materials we use in this traditional wooden boatbuilding process 
provide their own feedback loop. The construction techniques inherent to this type of construction—10 
planks to hang on each side of the boat and 40 frames to hold the shape together—provide the student 
builder the opportunity to participate in a process, make mistakes, and improve in the next round.

The work of building a boat is sufficiently complicated and challenging. With staff supports, though, it is realistic 
for youth teams to complete the project within a program year. Victoria Guidi said:

They type of boat that we’re building is not easy: it’s really challenging work, and we don’t expect it to create 
boat builders out of our kids. The process becomes more about building their individual selves through the 
demands that boat building requires, like attention, focus, responsibility, and follow-through plus teamwork 
and communication. It helps build all of that.

GROWING  
ROOTS

EXPERIMENTATION 
AND PLAY

LEARNING  
TO SWIM COMMUNITY SAILINGWORKSHOPS AND 

FIELD TRIPS
GETTING  
TO WORK

ABOUT KEN GINSBURG
Reaching Teens: Strength-Based 
Communication Strategies to Build 
Resilience and Support Healthy 
Adolescent Development teaches 
youth-serving professionals 
how to incorporate strengths-
based, trauma-informed 
communication strategies, 
foster resilience-building, and 
support healthy adolescent 
development. Learn more at 
www.fosteringresilience.com

PWBF’s Offering Sequence
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Offering Sequence
Growing Roots. At the start of the program in the fall, much time is spent on getting to know one another and 
forming bonds as a team. Youth work primarily in the boat shop developing boat plans with some time spent on the 
water, as weather permits. A big difference between the 2013-2014 program year and the 2014-2015 program year 
was that youth were able to sail in the boats built the previous year. This was a point of pride for the returning youth 
as well as a motivator for those youth new to the program: they were able to see what they were setting out to do.

Experimentation and Play. During this stage, youth are invited to explore the shop and experiment with some 
of the hand-held tools like planes, T-squares, and tape measures. Youth get their hands on scraps of wood and 
experiment using some of the tools for small projects.

Learning to Swim. Within the first couple of nights at the program, youth learn to safely use the large machinery 
(e.g., chop boxes, band saws, table saws). They start to develop skills as they’re trained in the use of specific 
machines and practice using the equipment. One of the first things they build is a mold around which they’ll put 
the planks that will form the skin of their boat. But first, the youth work on lofting—drawing designs for the boat 
in life size on the floor of the shop. They work from these plans to measure, mark, and cut the boards into the right 
shape. At this stage, youth are learning many technical skills, such as measurement, wood selection, and use of 
machinery, as well as learning how to share space and interact cooperatively on the project with their peers.

Community. At this stage, the group selects a team leader for the project. The team leader is someone who 
helps to keep the team on track to meet their goals and is the go-to person for other youth on the team. If the 
team leader is asked something he/she can’t answer, then he/she brings it to a staff member. This includes 
technical questions and interpersonal challenges. The group also writes a group charter, a set of expectations 
that the team can abide by and hold each other accountable to as they set out to work on their boat.

Getting to work. In the winter, work is primarily shop-based, as youth are deep into the building phase of their 
boat. They’re working daily in the shop in pairs or small groups towards established goals. During this time 
they’re refining their carpentry skills and conducting tasks like Brett described here: 

By the time they’re doing the third, fourth, or fifth plank, the students are coming in the door and they’re like, 
“Okay, I know the process is there in front of me, so I have to go select a couple of pieces of wood, find out 
where the knotholes are, and make sure the wood’s going to work for the process that I’m going to do. I need 
to set up the scarfing and create the bevels, and I need to grab the compass and do a spiling.” They know 
exactly what they need to do, and it allows them to make some mistakes and learn from them.

During this stage, youth are experiencing trial and error as they practice their skills through multiple iterations. 
Opportunities for failure and mistakes are widely available, and staff take advantage of these occasions to help 
youth develop.

Over the course of the year, as youth learn the necessary skills, staff are able to step back while youth start to 
own the work. Victoria explained:

As the year progresses we elect team leaders and the students start to take ownership. It was really neat 
seeing it come to life this year, where it became a student-owned, student-led project. Me and Andy, who’s 
my program assistant, we became more of the boat building experts where we would put the tasks on the boards 
and all the students would know, “All right so these are the tasks,” and then they would divide up what everyone’s 
going to do. As the students became more proficient in certain work and certain skills, they would choose what 
they wanted to do and we were there to float around and to assist with using the plane or working with the saw 
or just making a compound bevel. It really was a student-led project, and we really developed like a family. 

Workshops and Field Trips. Workshops and field trips help to break up the monotony of a long winter in the shop 
and help keep the youth motivated. Staff or invited guests may conduct workshops to guide youth through the steps 
of a process, and then youth work through the process on their own to completion. Field trips provide a change of 
scenery and an opportunity to learn more about the beauty, lore, and history of sailing. For example, a trip to Morris 
Arboretum at the University of Pennsylvania includes a tour with a senior naturalist who showcases the woods used 
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in boatbuilding. The field trips are leveraged back at the shop through workshops and group reading related to wood 
biology, selection, and use. Some field trips on the other hand are just for fun, like a Phillies or Sixers game.

Sailing. Starting in the fall of 2014, the PWBF acquired a new contracted space with Department of Parks and 
Recreation, which means they have year-round waterfront access. In the summer, youth spend most of the time 
on the water, sailing in the boats they designed and built in the program. Victoria transitions from master of 
boat-building to sailing coach as she helps the youth to learn to launch, steer, and sail the boats they’ve built.

Offering Session Structure
The Boat Build and Sail club follows a set of daily rituals that provide structure and routines that allow youth to check in, 
open up, complete tasks, and reflect each day. Victoria and her colleagues intentionally create a space that is inviting and 
loving. Staff spend time getting to know the youth and show they care about their lives, feelings and unique personalities.

Meal. Each evening, the group of staff and youth start their time together by eating a meal. This offers a way to 
ensure that the youth are receiving the nourishment they need and provides an opportunity to check in with 
the youth emotionally. An important aspect of the care PWBF provides is to nourish their youth. Youth and staff 
eat together every night as both a social activity and an introduction for students to whole foods, community 
gardening, and basic nutrition concepts. This aspect of the program occurs in partnerships with Children’s 
Hospital of Philadelphia and the Urban Nutrition Initiative. Victoria said:

Students come into our shop, and they come to the table at the beginning of the night, and we try to create a 
very inviting, loving atmosphere where students understand that we’re genuinely interested in who they are 
and how they’re feeling, what their days have been like and how their weekends have been.

Mindfulness. Each night students gather around a central workbench and 
take a moment for collective meditation. They hear the same message 
recited daily as they meditate: “You are in the now. The next three hours 
are about you. Breathe the negative thoughts out. Clear your mind for 
the day. The next three hours are about you.” This message, and the 
accompanying meditation, are critical for PWBF students, whose normal 
stress of being a teenager coupled with the toxic stress in their environment often prevents them from being 
able to focus on the present. This practice of mindfulness allows them to focus on themselves and their work.

Opening up. After the meal, the staff pose a question or discussion topic not related to boat-building to get 
youth to open up with each other. Sometimes these discussions serve as icebreakers, and sometimes they’re 
tied to current events or news stories that might trigger emotional reactions in youth. The discussions might 
continue throughout the night while youth work on their boat-building tasks.

Goals. Next, the staff review the weekly and daily goals that are on display on the board in the shop. Staff use 
this opportunity to reinforce the progress the youth teams have made so far and keep the excitement levels 
high. Once the tasks have been reviewed, youth pair off and get to work. Victoria noted, “This is where they have 
a lot of choice in what they want to do.”

Connecting Cohorts. The closing ritual is designed to help with project planning, articulation, and connection 
between the various youth teams. (One group of students building a single boat is split into a group that attends 
on Mondays and Wednesdays and a group that attends on Tuesdays and Thursdays.) Each small team of 
students answers five questions, speaking into a digital recorder: 

• What were my goals for today? 

• What did I accomplish? 

• What tools did I use? 

• What were the challenges we encountered? 

• What is the goal for tomorrow? 

“You are in the now. The next three 
hours are about you. Breathe the 
negative thoughts out. Clear your 
mind for the day. The next three hours are 
about you.”

—Mindfulness Meditation
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Before the next day’s students begin their hands-on work, they listen to the narrative from the day before, 
which serves to connect them to the work of their peers and to facilitate progress in the collective work at hand.

Appreciations. Before closing for the night, the whole group gathers again for questions and student 
reflections. Victoria Guidi said:

Students might want to recognize someone for [helping them]. We try to model that, like, “Hey, you know, I 
just want to recognize Javon for really helping me out to get this longboard scarfed. It was heavy, and your 
help really made it a lot easier for me. Thank you for setting down your work for that time when I was in need 
and helping me out.”

This daily structure allows the staff to get a good sense of the strengths and challenges of individual youth and 
allows staff to adapt their response according to the needs of the youth on any given day.

Counseling. In addition to these daily rituals, PWBF employs two MSW counselors, who are responsible for a 
cohort of 25 to 30 students each. The counselors serve as a conduit between the student, the family, and the 
school, and they coordinate wrap-around services for those in need. Each night the counselors hold 30-minute 
meetings with three separate students. They implement a motivational interviewing technique where the 
students are the experts in their own lives. The goal is to facilitate conversations that encourage the students 
to set goals and benchmarks for their work in the shop and their personal or academic lives. Each student is 
promised two, one-on-one goal-setting sessions per month. The counselors spend the remainder of the evening 
on the shop floor while also hosting open office hours available for students in times of crisis.

At PWBF, staff encourage young people to build initiative, problem solving and teamwork skills through the 
ways they interact throughout the Boat Build and Sail Club’s project year. These practices may also lead to the 
development of grit or resilience in youth, or what researcher Angela Duckworth describes as “perseverance 
and passion for long-term goals.”96 

Pilot Initiative

In 2015, PWBF conceived a new, skills-based, youth-mentoring-youth component of the program to address 
academic challenges observed among some participants. The approach reflects research that suggests that 
when older youth mentor younger youth in academic settings, both groups rise together at a pace that exceeds 
growth evident in situations where adult teachers are the sole instructors. High School Apprentices in the 2016 
program will be empowered to function as academic and craft mentors for a cohort of middle-school youth who 
will enroll in fall 2016. The first phase of the project involves three, related efforts: 

• Extrapolating activities and information from boat building and sailing making that align with core skills 
required in grade 7 math and language arts curricula; 

• Developing mini-lessons on the aligned skills; and

• Training the high school-aged mentors as coaches for younger youth.

The mentoring component of the program will be implemented in daylong sessions to be held on Saturdays, 
expanding the weekly service hours available to participants in this component of the program by five hours. 
The Saturday workshops will allow the prospective mentors to learn facilitation skills and examine best practices 
in teaching. Through playful and rigorous activities, these teens will hone their abilities to think sequentially and 
clearly articulate their ideas. They will also master content aligned with grade 7 math and language arts that 
relate to boatbuilding in anticipation of playing a supportive role with the middle-school youth to be enrolled in 
year two.

Enabling youth to make authentic contributions is at the heart of PWBF’s programs. Blending mentorship into 
the scope of the project is a logical next step. As students develop empathy for the learning processes of their 
peers and their mentees, as well as a metacognitive appreciation for their own learning style, they become 
stronger learners, more deeply connected to themselves and their peers in the program.
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KALEEL’S STORY TOLD BY BRETT HART
Kaleel was 18 and midway through his second year as a boat-building apprentice at PWBF early last spring. 
Although he attended a local charter school where 81 percent of graduates go on to postsecondary education, 
Kaleel made it clear that education, or at least traditional classroom learning, held little meaning for him. He was 
discouraged, regularly taking extended leaves from school. He characterized himself as being surrounded by 
negative energy. His friends were not supportive, and his mother did not offer the positive, adult influence he 
needed at home. Nonetheless, Kaleel made it clear he wanted more for himself and that he had high, personal 
expectations. What he found at PWBF was an environment filled with positive affirmation and strong, personal 
relationships. He thrived at PWBF, excelling as a woodworker and overall a responsible, passionate, and engaged 
participant. He even became a quiet leader, inspiring others through his commitment to the work.

Although PWBF  discussed the possibility of Kaleel becoming a program assistant at PWBF following 
graduation—an opportunity he appreciated—something remarkable happened. Of his own volition, he asked 
about opportunities to further his education as a boat builder. He looked closely at the Landing School, which 
offers associate’s and bachelor’s degree programs in boatbuilding, naval architecture, and other marine 
sciences, and met with their CEO. After submitting an application, Kaleel learned he was not only accepted but 
would receive a scholarship to attend.

Through PWBF, Kaleel continued to dream and, with the support of staff, he now has the resources to realize 
those dreams.
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JAEDEN’S STORY TOLD BY BRETT HART
In 2011, Jaeden, frustrated with school, had dropped out at the age of 16. He joined PWBF’s boatbuilding 
program shortly after re-enrolling in high school at one of PWBF’s partners, El Centro De Estudiantes a year 
later. Jaeden’s school experiences prior to El Centro were not positive. He also lacked positive role models at 
home and among his friends. His mother, a single mother, had not completed high school, and his siblings 
and cousins were also having negative school experiences. Though his father lived in the neighborhood, he 
and Jaeden were not in touch. Despite evidence of clear innate intelligence, Jaeden had not challenged himself 
academically, struggled with literacy issues, and was not going to be prepared or equipped to go to college or 
find sustainable employment. He was reserved, prone to anger, and demoralized.

Jaeden’s engagement with PWBF lasted 16 months, after which time he graduated high school. 

PWBF staff say what stuck out in Jaeden’s experience was the  great pride he developed in his own 
craftsmanship through the program. He responded to his newfound autonomy, competence, and positive 
relationships with staff. When Jaeden began PWBF, he was more than quiet. He was insular, a self-described 
poor communicator prone to defensiveness. When things didn’t go his way, or when he felt he had “messed 
up,” he chose a helpless narrative. The chaos at home was affecting his school life, which staff was aware of 
through communication with his advisor at El Centro. At one point Jaeden missed his final project exhibition due 
to a conflict with his family. Jaeden responded by retreating, and when we were finally able to connect again, 
he insisted that he would make the same choice again. Despite repercussions negatively affecting his progress 
toward graduation, Jaeden had skirted on big responsibilities—not because he was ill prepared or frightened, 
but because he had acted impulsively and irrationally. Recognizing that Jaeden was the expert in his own life, 
PWBF staff presented a “what if” conversation that allowed Jaeden to remain in control of the scenarios and his 
decision-making process, but progressed to a hypothetical outcome. Victoria and part-time Student Advocate, 
Zeelyna, worked with Jaeden to help him become less reactionary and learn to manage his emotions.

When PWBF staff asked Jaeden to write about his experience in the program, they weren’t sure what to expect, 
and Jaeden was reluctant. He disappeared into the library where he penned an emotional letter. The following is 
an excerpt from the end of the letter: 

The way I feel about this program is that it’s one of the best opportunities I have got in my life so far. This 
place gives you so much more to offer than just building boats. Even though I learned new carpentry skills, I 
still learned other things, like motivation to do good at anything because each day I feel better about myself 
knowing I completed something at the shop. I think that anybody who likes to build and just needs something 
to stay out of trouble with, the Boat Factory would be a good fit for them just because it’s a cool, laid back 
place to just be yourself and gain new skills plus knowledge for how a non-profit business runs each day. The 
reason I really like the Boat Factory is that first I get to build and fix things every day, with the bonus of maybe 
getting a job here or anywhere else. That’s because I know I have the skills, experience, and supporters that 
got my back no matter what my decisions are. If I didn’t have the Boat Factory I would probably not have 
been noticed or even have the motivation to do better. Having the chance to be at the Boat Factory has 
helped me with everyday life issues. Sometimes the Boat Factory has helped me with school projects, credits, 
parenting, and giving me a much better chance at getting accepted to this college I want to go to Williamson 
Free School. My mentors, Brett and Victoria, make me feel like there is a chance in life to still be successful 
even though I thought I lost my chance. So, in the end my true thoughts are this: Boat Factory is for kids and 
the mentors let [it] be known by always caring and giving kids a chance to do something positive in their life.
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